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Today:
seasonal DST

With Time changes

St Paul: 88 days
Fergus Falls: 110 days

20-30% a year

Latest sunrise
St Paul: 8:51 AM

Fergus Falls: 9:08 AM

St Paul: 0 days
Fergus Falls: 0 days

0% a year

Latest sunrise
St Paul: 7:51 AM

Fergus Falls: 8:08 AM

If Current HF72 passes
and federal law changed
Advanced standard time
-dramatic increase of dark mornings
frequence
-no more time changes but harmful
time advance kept

A better idea
A new bill allowed by federal law
Natural standard time 
(everybody within 30 minutes of solar time) = 
current standard time of Minnesota

-less dark mornings
-less very late sunsets
-no more time changes

TWO WAYS OF GETTING RID OF TIME CHANGES

WRONG WAY A BETTER WAY

Days of sunrise after 8:15AM
St Paul: 0 days

Fergus Falls: 0 days

Latest sunrise
St Paul: 7:51 AM

Fergus Falls: 8:08 AM

Natural time 365 bill
= opportunity

Dark mornings bill
= current HF72
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Days of sunrise after 8:15AM
St Paul: 88 days

Fergus Falls: 110 days
20-30% a year

Latest sunrise
St Paul: 8:51 AM

Fergus Falls: 9:08 AM

Days of sunrise after 8:15AM
St Paul: 0 days

Fergus Falls: 0 days
0% a year

Latest sunrise
St Paul: 7:51 AM

Fergus Falls: 8:08 AM

-A public benefit in terms of safety, health and 
climate.
-Approved by PTAs, National and international 
medical associations.
-It would bend home bills down
-it would lower carbon emissions
-It would protect sleep and immunity in March 
against covid19.

-An egregious failure in 1974
-mornings accidents and crime 
(deaths of kids, seniors, bikers, pedestrians)
-unequal benefits
-increased harm to poor and vulnerable
-increased harm to WESTERN populations of the State
-source of sleep deprivation, lowers ingenuity, immunity, health, life 
expectancy, increases health costs
-lowers productivity
-Increases gas consumption and heating bills

+Keeps high bills of seasonal dst (no savings despite the name)

TWO WAYS OF GETTING RID OF TIME CHANGES

WRONG WAY A BETTER WAY

Dark mornings bill Natural time 365 bill

Permanent Natural standard time
Permanent Advanced standard time

Sources and references attached.
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Sleep is very important, related to immunity, resistance to disease 
and cancer, ingenuity, positive and peaceful attitudes and long 
happier life

-CNBC (2020) Dr. Fauci: 3 everyday things you can do to help boost your immune system 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/09/18/dr-fauci-how-to-help-keep-your-immune-system-healthy.html

-2020 Larenas-Linnemann Enhancing innate immunity against virus in times of COVID-19:  https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33072240/

-Prather AA (2015) , Janicki-Deverts D, Hall MH, Cohen S: Behaviorally assessed sleep and susceptibility to the common cold. Sleep. 
2015, 38:1353–1359 https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26118561/.

-Berk M, Dodd S, Hallam K, Berk L, Gleeson J, Henry M. (2008) “Small shifts in diurnal rhythms are associated with an increase in 
suicide: The effect of daylight saving”. Sleep Biol Rhythms. 2008;6(1):22–25. https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1479-8425.2007.00331.x
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“Advanced time rhymes” with “sleep deprived” 

Osea Giuntella, Fabrizio Mazzonna; Sunset Time and the Economic Effects of "Social Jetlag" Evidence from US Time Zone Borders; Journal of Health Economics (May 2019), ISSN: 1879-1646, Vol: 65, Pages: 
210-226; https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jhealeco.2019.03.007

A Summary here  https://www.heure-ete.net/CP_20190520_EN.pdf

When comparing population across the border of a time zone, separated by a few miles and 1 hour on the clock, the researchers 
found that the population with the advanced time fared badly compared to the other population on the other side.
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Scientists have data and consensus to recommend permanent 
natural standard time and not permanent advanced time

-AASM (2020), “American Academy of Sleep Medicine calls for Elimination of Daylight Saving Time”. Press release and position 
statement, https://aasm.org/american-academy-of-sleep-medicine-calls-for-elimination-of-daylight-saving-time/

-European Biological Rhythms Society; European Sleep Research Society; Society for Research on Biological Rhythms. (2018) “Letter 
to the EU Commission on DST. Accessed August 26, 2020. 
https://esrs.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/To_the_EU_Commission_on_DST.pdf

-Canadian Society for Chronobiology (2019). “The CSC recommends the switch to permanent Standard Time”. accessed November 
2020  http://www.chronobiocanada.com/

-Meridians and natural standard times were designed scientifically and agreed in 1884 at the Washington conference 
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/17759/17759-h/17759-h.htm
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Advanced time costs and increases carbon emissions
Already in the summer only, to be worse in the winter

“Summer Daylight saving increases electricity bills” 
-National Bureau of Economic Research, Kotchen & Grant (2008), Does Daylight Saving Time Save Energy ? Evidence from a Natural 
Experiment in Indiana: http://www.nber.org/papers/w14429
Published also by Yale and MIT - https://environment.yale.edu/kotchen/pubs/revDSTpaper.pdf
and Centre for Economic Policy Research. https://voxeu.org/article/does-daylight-saving-time-save-electricity

“Summer Daylight saving pollution and fuel consumption in Europe”:
-Hecq, Borisov, Totte (1993) “Daylight saving time effect on fuel consumption and atmospheric pollution”,Science of The Total 
Environment, Volume 133, Issue 3, https://doi.org/10.1016/0048-9697(93)90248-5

-“Daylight saving increases gasoline consumption.” cited in NYT of 2016 
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/12/us/daylight-saving-time-farmers.html &  
https://web.archive.org/web/20180602145802if_/http://www.convenience.org/Media/press_releases/2010/pages/pr1008102.aspx#.Wx
Kwms37Tb0

-ACHED (2019), “letter  to the United Nations for climate sake, let’s reduce the advance of clock time vs standard time” 
https://www.heure-ete.net/letter20190910AG.pdf
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States are happy under permanent Natural standard time
Arizona does not want DST 
https://cronkitenews.azpbs.org/2019/11/01/arizona-daylight-saving/

Summer Daylight would increase air conditioning costs in Arizona
https://ui.asu.edu/content/why-arizona-opts-out-daylight-saving-time

Americans prefer permanent (Natural) standard time 
-AP-NORC Associated Press-NORC Center for Public Affairs Research  (2019), “Daylight Saving Time vs Standard Time”: 
https://apnorc.org/projects/daylight-saving-time-vs-standard-time/
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Kids bloom with later start times, not with Advanced time
Advanced time leads to accidents and crime in the dark 
mornings
Kids bloom with later school start  times, not with Advanced standard time

-Skeldon AC, Dijk DJ. (2019) “School start times and daylight saving time confuse California lawmakers”. Curr Biol. 
2019;29(8):R278–R279. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2019.03.014

Accidents, fatalities and dark mornings under Advanced time See also under Nixon in 1974

Eagan Kid died on a dark morning under DST in November 2019
-Star Tribune, November 2, 2019, Eagan boy, 13, killed after bicycle struck by car
http://www.startribune.com/eagan-boy-13-killed-after-bicycle-struck-by-car/564227232/?refresh=true

Crime and dark mornings under Advanced time

Advanced time with darker morning will mean more crime opportunities in the morning
-A Minneapolis man of 72 just shot last week at 7:30am before sunrise
https://www.startribune.com/man-72-shot-and-critically-wounded-in-minneapolis-seward-neighborhood/600012112/
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In 1974, Nixon experimented permanent Advanced time
The experiment was abandoned swiftly 
The Federal law forbids States to do it again

The US tried permanent Advanced standard time in 1974. While the idea was initially supported by the population, its popularity quickly 
plummeted during the first winter. Several children died on their way to school, the public complained about the unnaturally late, dark 
mornings, and the experiment was ended within six months instead of the two years planned duration.

-Advancement of time or changeover dates Act of 1973, 15 U.S. Code § 260a
https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title15/chapter6/subchapter9&edition=prelim

-Ripley (1974). “Senate Votes Return to Standard Time for Four Months and Sends Bill to Ford”. The New York Times. 
https://www.nytimes.com/1974/10/01/archives/senate-votes-return-to-standard-time-for-four-months-and-sends-bill.html
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HF72, the House status as of Feb 3 2021
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HF72, the House Research Summary as of Feb 3 2021
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HF72, fiscal note as of Feb 3 2021
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Documents provided for meeting as of Feb 3rd 3PM

Note at the time 
of this image, 
this document 
was yet to be 
attached
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Provided by authors of HF72 current bill 
Annotated below by LM
Original  from the agendaONE news paper article!  
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